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ABSTRACT
Business process outsourcing is a subset of outsourcing that involves the contracting of the operations and responsibilities of specific business functions or processes to a third-party service provider. It is typically categorized into back office outsourcing - which includes internal business functions such as human resource or finance and accounting, and front office outsourcing - which includes customer-related services such as contract centre services.

The BPO industry is a people-oriented industry and human capital largely contributes to the top line and bottom line of the company. Thus, one of the major functions of this industry is recruitment & selection of the right employee. Due to high attrition rates prevalent in this industry, hiring of employees needs to be a fast track job with aggressive timelines. If not done so, the organisation might get impacted on its profit margins. Therefore efficient and effective hiring of employees is very vital in this industry.

Hiring is also the first platform when an eligible candidate comes in direct contact with the organisation. The image formed then is the image the candidate takes forward. This image so created by the candidates hence becomes the market/public image of the organisation, which is very significant for the success of the organisation.

The present study seeks to apply the principles of six sigma in making the hiring process of the organisation efficient and time bound.
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is not only about choosing the most suitable candidate. The recruitment and selection experience can also impact on the likelihood that a candidate will accept a job offer and on their subsequent commitment to remain with the organisation.

Committing time and resources to develop a comprehensive recruitment strategy is a worthwhile investment. Poor recruitment choices (i.e., poor person-job fit) can have a range of undesirable consequences for the organisation and the worker including:

- Higher rates of turnover
- Reduced performance effectiveness
- Lowered job satisfaction
- Reduced work motivation

**Six Sigma**

Six Sigma is one of the new quality management programs which help companies increase their customer satisfaction and financial benefits. It is a proven set of methods that help people in running their business or organisation more efficiently and profitably. Over time, many tools and techniques have been developed to help firms improve their processes to achieve Six Sigma level quality. The use of these tools and techniques is guided by an overarching structured improvement method known as DMAIC (Define, Measure, Analyze, Improve, and Control). DMAIC is a structured problem solving method. It has five stages with each letter in the acronym stands for one. The essence of the DMAIC method is to reduce variation in a process to achieve high conformance quality in customers’ terms. The tools and techniques used in Six Sigma are also not unique to Six Sigma. Most tools and techniques are identical to those found in a classic TQM program. Others are generic problem solving tools and techniques. It is more about a convention to call the set of tools and techniques Six Sigma.

Six Sigma was developed at Motorola, during a time when their business and manufacturing costs were increasing. They needed to improve profitability by producing products to meet customer’s requirements. When Six Sigma process was first developed, they targeted high-end saving programs, typically able to achieve cost saving of $170000 per project.

**Literature Review**

Six Sigma is defined as “an organized and systematic method for strategic process improvement and new product and service development that relies on statistical methods and the scientific method to make dramatic reductions in customer defined defect rates”. A more common definition of Six Sigma is that it is a set of tools and techniques for problem solving or process improvement (Das et al., 2008). Some define Six Sigma as an improvement method that holds the set of tools and techniques together. This definition reflects the evolution of Six Sigma over time. Some scholars view Six Sigma as applying a set of statistical tools and techniques. Others believe that Six Sigma is simply a repackaging of the well known total quality management (TQM) program, i.e., “old wine in new bottle” (Beer, 2003).

Six Sigma’s successes in major companies including GE, Honeywell, Sony, Caterpillar, and Johnson Controls, promote the adoption of Six Sigma in every industry. Nevertheless, as a comprehensive quality program, Six Sigma implementation is a complicated process which requires substantial changes in the way that companies operate and involves many problematic issues.

It is an important advance in quality management and process improvement in the last two decades. The benefits of Six Sigma include but are not limited to cost reduction, customer satisfaction improvement, and sales revenue growth (Pande 2000). Even with very impressive track records, research on Six Sigma was at a rather low level due to several reasons. There can be a concern about Six Sigma being just a management fad. Though no research has yet been able to prove the same but, at the same time there has been lack of detailed research on the same. Ironically, the question whether Six Sigma is a management fad can only be truly answered by rigorous research.

Applying Six Sigma to HR is no way different than applying it anywhere else in the organization. All you need to know is where the gaps are. Once you understand what the problem is, it becomes very manageable. One of the keys to Six Sigma is breaking down processes into manageable pieces and improving each piece to affect the overall performance. After mapping the process, Six Sigma forces a look at the internal workings of the department. Measuring human performance is harder than measuring widgets. People metrics often include “fuzzy” data like turnover, units, dollars, opinion surveys, integrity, speed, or work accuracy. These measurements are often affected by dozens of unrelated factors such as economic trends, politics, delayed feedback from information systems, etc. The implication for HR is that, unlike weights and measures, human productivity measures are filled with error, making statistical analysis and feedback tricky at best.

Research states that HR can help in implementation of six sigma in the organization as HR is a function of the organization which interacts with and influences every employee, thus it’s a department best suited to facilitate management change. The theory says that an organization needs HR to integrate six sigma methodology and a business score card to achieve growth and profitability. It deals with how HR can be at 3.4 defects per one million as it does not deal with one million people. Human resource now in every organization is treated as human capital; therefore HR must ensure that there is good return on the human capital.

Six sigma implies dramatic improvement through innovation and reengineering of the HR function. The HR function must be set to perform better, faster and more cost effectively by creating value rather than just role support of the management or training.

The human resource people are now using six sigma to improve customer satisfaction and reduce costs in everyday HR activities. Ronaldo Costa Pinto, HRD global process leader for Dow Chemical’s HR resource centre and an HR Six Sigma champion, says Dow’s HR group surpassed its $1 million savings goal for 2003, achieving $3.2 million in financial benefit from Six Sigma. A study was conducted in a Colorado manufacturing, which was having trouble recruiting 24/7 operations where local unemployment was 2%. As a result the company was paying excessive overtime to experienced workers. The human resource department had proposed to raise the entry level salary to be more competitive. The right answer was found by applying Six Sigma quality tools to the process. The internal hiring process required candidates to return week after week—apply one week, test the next, interview the next, undergo a blood test, then receive an offer. Motivated applicants found jobs elsewhere. By mapping the process and removing barriers, the Company reduced hiring time from six weeks to one.

The internal hiring process required candidates to return week after week—apply one week, test the next, interview the next, undergo a blood test, then receive an offer. Motivated applicants found jobs elsewhere. By mapping the process and removing barriers, the Company reduced hiring time from six weeks to one.
Organizational culture is viewed as the pattern of values, beliefs, and assumptions shared by members in an organization, which are perceived by the organization as the valid, correct way to perceive and solve problems. These shared values, beliefs, and assumptions in the organization bind its employees together and become the manner or strategies through which the organization achieves its goals. In the context of quality management, the values and beliefs underlying an organization’s culture are able to shape its philosophy and policies of managing business, which in turn influence the development of the organization’s quality management practices. It has been argued that for an organization to realize the value of implementing quality practices, it must have a culture that is capable of fully supporting their implementation.

Recruitment is the first point of interaction between the organization and the employee. Recruiting can be viewed as a screening process. This is especially true during the periods of high unemployment, when job market is characterized by an oversupply of talent and also for the organisations which recruit on daily basis mainly the service industry or the Business Process Outsourcing industry. Under these conditions, the recruiting function in an organization is to eliminate unqualified people as much as to seek out talent. To improve the quality of an overall recruiting process, each step of the process must be designed to maximize the probability that the candidate ultimately selected meets the expectations of the hiring manager. One way to do this is to maximize the chances that an unqualified candidate is screened out at each step.

The Organisation

The organisation researched into for the current study is a leading BPO in the country. The organisation is charted to provide business process management capabilities that would deliver outstanding efficiencies to the company. It is a leader in the globalization of services and technology and a pioneer in managing business processes for companies around the world. The Company combines process expertise, information technology and analytical capabilities with operational insight and experience in diverse industries to provide a wide range of services using its global delivery platform. It provides a wide range of services, including Finance & Accounting, Collections and Customer Service, Insurance, Supply Chain & Procurement, Analytics, Enterprise Application, IT Infrastructure and Management.

The company’s services are delivered from a global network of centres located in over 13 countries. The company is feels pride in driving seamless delivery and a singular culture across these operating locations. This is enabled by their outstanding people practices and strong local management. Their objective is to service their clients from the locations that best meets their needs – onshore, near shore, offshore – taking into consideration their business objectives, cultural needs, language requirements and cost containment strategy.

They manage over 3000 processes for over 400 clients from a diversity of industries. Operating innovation is a cornerstone in doing business, and this is enabled by having the single largest pool of Six Sigma Experts in the industry. They have a highly motivated and passionate talent pool with one of the lowest attrition rate in the industry. The customers do remark them by saying that their people are outstanding and effectively work as a part of the client’s team. Their approach to reengineering is highly pragmatic. They ensure that the clients leave the engagement with a well running operation, not just a plan.

Purpose of the study:
- To understand the entire hiring process of the company.
- To highlight the factors which contribute to the efficacy/inefficacy of the Hiring process.
- Device solutions to make the hiring process efficient and robust with a focus on quality and cost reduction.

Methodology

For performing the study the first step was to understand the operations of the hiring department. The companies in this industry have specified processes to test the capabilities of the candidates. A lot of information about the BPO sector and the companies in this sector was collected through various research papers published on the net and by the use of secondary data.

The next step before performing the hiring analysis was to understand how the hiring department of an organisation functions. This was done by observing the different process in the department and interacting with the candidates who come for their interviews to the organisation by the use of primary data.

Finally a questionnaire was used to be able to conduct a survey to understand the different parameters and points on which the experience of the candidate could be rated. The data was then collected by taking appointments and talking to people from these companies.

Data Collection

The data collection from primary source was done by conducting interviews with the candidate and gathering required information from the employees of the department.

The hiring process of the organisation is divided into 2 steps. first step is:
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Step 1

The recruitment process is initiated with the requirements given by the different departments in the organisation. On receipt of the requirements, the Hiring department starts the hiring process of the required profiles.

The organisation recruits candidates for Band 5 for the post of Process Associates and Process Developers. The hiring starts from the effort of the sourcing team. The sourcing team is distributed in three sections namely
- Campus
- Vendor
- Internal references

These sources do their work of calling up candidate for the interview processes. They line up candidates according to their availability. The interested and eligible candidates are called for the interview process.
Step 2

The interview process of the organisation starts only after the registration of candidates. The hiring process is divided into five rounds, which are:

- **Personal Introduction Round - PIR**
- **Online test**
- **Conversational Assessment**
- **Line Interview**
- **HR interview**
- **Personal Introduction Round – PIR**

This round checks the candidates on their education qualifications, communication skills and on comfort with the shifts and location. Candidates found eligible in this round are sent for further steps.

- **Online test**

The second step comprises of two parts

**a) Language Assessment**

Candidates found eligible after the PIR are assessed telephonically for the language capabilities. It tests the candidate’s communication skills and understanding of the language. In this the candidate is given a sheet which consists of different statements and questions in English and the candidate is required to answer the same according to the instructions given by the assessor. The score of this assessment is generated online.

**b) IQ Test**

Candidates found eligible in the language test are then tested on their Quantitative Ability, Logical Reasoning and knowledge of English through an online test.

Accounting skills are also tested for the candidates found eligible for profiles related to finance & accounts. Candidates are aligned for further rounds according to the scores obtained in the online tests.

- **Conversational Assessment**

Conversational assessment is a situational analysis where in response by the candidate to a particular situation is assessed. This assessment decides the suitability of the candidate for a particular profile. This round is conducted by the respective process communications trainer.

- **Line Interview**

This round comprises of two parts

- **Language Assessment**
  - Candidates found eligible after the PIR are assessed for their language capabilities. It tests the candidate’s communication skills and understanding of the language. In this the candidate is given a sheet which consists of different statements and questions in English and the candidate is required to answer the same according to the instructions given by the assessor. The score of this assessment is generated online.

- **IQ Test**
  - Candidates found eligible in the language test are then tested on their Quantitative Ability, Logical Reasoning and knowledge of English through an online test.

Accounting skills are also tested for the candidates found eligible for profiles related to finance & accounts. Candidates are aligned for further rounds according to the scores obtained in the online tests.

**Analysis**

The requirement of candidates on time is the bottleneck of the organisation. At present the organisation faces immense problems in meeting up the target on time. The entire hiring process of the organisation is allotted with an average time. The scheduled times per candidate for the different tests in the hiring process are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Actual Process</th>
<th>Time for each process</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration</strong></td>
<td>5 Minutes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PIR</strong></td>
<td>4 Minutes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Language Test</strong></td>
<td>10 Minutes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>IQ TEST</strong></td>
<td>55/90 Minutes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Conversation test</strong></td>
<td>13 Minutes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>LINE</strong></td>
<td>13-15 Minutes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>HR</strong></td>
<td>15 Minutes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
As per the above table the maximum time for the hiring process per candidate should range from 4 to 4.5 hours inclusive with a normal wait time of 10 mins after each process. But the actual time taken for the entire hiring process ranges from 7 – 9 hours. This means that a candidate who comes in for interview at 11:00 am cannot leave the hiring premises before 6:00 pm.

Time Saved
The main reason for this huge delay in the rounds is analyzed below.

PIR to language test
A delay in the first test successively leads to a delay in the subsequent rounds. This huge delay makes a candidate wait for almost 2 hours to appear in the next round. This leads to a huge gap and reduces the interest and eagerness of the candidate. Also a big backlog of candidates is created as the PIR takes about 3 – 4 minutes per candidate and there are 4 officials taking PIR simultaneously, while the language test takes 10 minutes per candidate. So this leads to piling up of candidates who are yet to appear for their language test, as in a span of 10 minutes there at least 8 (keeping in mind that some of the candidates will be rejected in their first round itself) candidates ready for their language test vis a vis the fact that in 10 minutes the Company is able to clear a maximum of 2 candidates in the process of the language test.

Language test to IQ Test
The next round as per the process is the I.Q Test which is an online test that takes a minimum of 60 minutes and maximum of 100 minutes to be completed. This round is immediately after the language test, but herein also there is a wait time of 55 – 60 minutes. Ideally it should not take more than 10 – 15 minutes for a candidate to start with his I.Q Test after finishing the previous round.

Conversation test to LINE
Candidate eligible for voice profile have their conversation assessment after they finish with their I.Q Test. This assessment is taken by their respective process trainers. There is a large gap between the prescribed time and the actual time at which the Conversation assessment starts. This delay is due to the unavailability of adequate assessors to start the process on time. This was a detailed analysis of the gaps that occurred in different rounds for the voice profiles. In addition, the Company has three different non voice profiles. The following is the analysis of the gaps that occur in non-voice profiles.

As the rounds upto I.Q are same the reasons for the delay also remain the same. After the I.Q test the candidates have to appear for their respective Line Interview which is taken by the respective process manager. A gap of 160 minutes appears here.

I.Q test to LINE (Non-Voice)
Candidates clearing their I.Q test are eligible to appear in the Line Interview, but the same does not start before 5:00 p.m. as against the scheduled time of 4:00 p.m, due to this the candidates are kept waiting for 3 hours. This result in frustration of the candidates, candidates feeling tired by the time they face their interview due to which there are higher chances of being get rejected as they are low on energy.

Recommendations
To reduce the wait time of the candidates and to improve the hiring process, the process should have a minimum of 5 language tests going on simultaneously. This will help in reducing the backlog of candidates and will automatically reduce the wait time of the candidates. As in a span of 10 minutes there are 8 candidates ready for language test and if the number of language tests is increased to 5, there would be 5 candidates prospective ready for the next round as compared to candidates earlier. This can be done with a minimum cost as the company has the necessary infrastructure available which is not being utilized efficiently.

There are a total of 15 computers available in the computer lab for the online tests to be conducted. This lab can be utilized to increase the number of language tests. There can be additional three language tests conducted in this room in the three corners of the room. There can be glass barriers and headsets made available to the candidate so that they are not disturbed during their language assessment. This will help fulfill the requirement of 5 language tests going on simultaneously.

The next time gap is between language test to I.Q test. If the initial gap reduces this gap also reduces subsequently. Also the organization should follow a strict FIFO method with the candidate’s i.e a candidate who comes in first should be the one who clears all the rounds first as compared to a candidate who comes after him. This will help improve the efficiency of the operations.

The time gap between I.Q test to conversation assessment and line interview can only be reduced by keeping a proper check on the availability of the respective employees taking the respective rounds. Here a proper report should be sent to the concerned person’s head regarding their unavailability at the assigned time. Also the functional gap can be reduced by having a standardized counseling session for all the candidates which help them understand their further rounds & keep them involved and relaxed. This also helps in reducing the burden of front desk as candidates are keen on understanding which are the next rounds of interview.

The company has different profiles for which recruitment is done. The most sensitive profile among all the profiles is the voice profile, as the company faces a tough time in meeting its indents. Therefore the Company can break down the interview process of the other profiles into a span of two days. This will also help the company concentrate on the voice profile and look for finishing it efficiently in one day. This can be done by having the first three rounds i.e PIR, LANGUAGE TEST, I.Q TEST on the first day and other rounds on the second day.

At present there are 6 different assessors for different profiles, but the requirement of all the profiles are same which can be fulfilled by having a single assessor for all the profiles.
This helps in reducing the unnecessary wait time of the candidates.

The organization needs to properly manage the candidates, by keeping them informed of all the rounds and ensure that there is a swift channel of communication between the assessors and assesses, with the assesses being informed about the results simultaneously. This has to be done by the front desk which has to be co-operative with the candidates and keep them informed at each stage. With this done we can make the entire procedure of hiring more effective, as we will be able to save 2 – 3 hrs and in turn reduce costs by a considerable amount.

This entire procedure will help us save almost 165 – 180 minutes, making the hiring process of the organisation better for the organisation as well as the candidates.

**Conclusion**

Recruitment in a BPO organization takes place on a daily basis. Therefore the organization has to be fast in their processes and decision of selection or rejection of candidates. A long hiring process with delay in decision making will affect the efficacy of the hiring process. The availability of employable candidates is becoming a tough task in the present scenario.

Wait time is a major pain area for the candidates as well as the company which leads to a tedious and tiring experience for the candidates. This is one of the major reasons of rejecting a candidate as by the end of the day the candidates are left with no energy to appear for any further rounds. Even though the candidates have a very good experience in the HR Interview and feel that they were properly informed about the pre-requisites, they are not happy with the entire process taking such a long time.

With reference to the case discussed above, a minimum of 5 language tests to be conducted simultaneously will help in reducing the backlog of candidates and will automatically reduce the wait time of the candidates. The time gap between I.Q test to conversation assessment and line interview can be reduced by keeping a proper check on the availability of the respective employees taking the respective rounds. Interview process of other profiles spread over a period of two days will help in keeping the prospective candidates engaged and also reduce wait time. A single assessor for all profiles will help increase efficiency of the assessors.
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